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 In a recent essay, the relationship of pi was demonstrated to exist 
between the diameters of the Sun, Earth and Earth's moon. In this essay, I 
explore the comparative relationships among the planets' diameters in 
measurements of linear kilometers as given in today's science literature. 
 
 Previously, the Earth/matriX essays have treated considerations 
around a bi-gravitational and multi-gravitational solar system. The findings 
presented in this essay bolster some of the theoretical considerations made in 
those previous essays. [The Bi-Gravitational System: Center-Point and 
Barycenter, http://www.earthmatrix.com/bi-gravitational_ solar_system.pdf 
A Multi-Gravitational Solar System, Infinitely So... http://earthmatrix.com/ 
sciencetoday/ multi-gravitational_solar_system.html] 
  
 
 From the theoretical posits cited today in astronomy, one might obtain 
the idea that the size and diameters of the planets in our solar system are 
random events occurring during the formation of the solar system itself. 
Should definite patterns exist amongst the composition and characteristics of 
the planets, one might conclude a more structured theoretical consideration 
behind their birth and development. Should no obvious patterns of symmetry 
exist amongst the planets, then the randomly reasoned current theory might 
hold. 
 
 In this essay, we shall explore some of the obviously definite patterns 
that exist amongst the planet in terms of their diameters, which mean that 
other patterns surely exist in terms of their composition, volume, motion, 
and so forth. To be sure, this essay is based on the measurements of the 
diameter of the planets as offered in today's science literature. There is no 

http://www.earthmatrix.com/bi-gravitational_solar_system.pdf
http://www.earthmatrix.com/bi-gravitational_solar_system.pdf
http://earthmatrix.com/sciencetoday/multi-gravitational_solar_system.html
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original research in this study in that regard. The originality only occurs in 
the relationships derived from those stated measurements.  
 
 The measurements of the diameters vary within today's science 
literature. Aside from whether the equatorial or the polar diameters are taken 
for comparison, there are different numerical offered for the same category 
depending upon the source. Due to the variation in the source numerical 
values one should understand that the patterns should also exhibit variation. 
However, the overall tendencies in the patterns remain the same/similar. The 
measured diameters of the planets of our solar system are as follows [single 
source Google]: 
 

The Solar System in Which We Live 
(diameters in kilometers) 

The relative positions of the planetary bodies in relation to their groups and 
in relation to the Sun. 

 
Sun    1391684  kilometers 
 

Inner Planets 
 
1.- Mercury   4878  kms 
2.- Venus   12104  kms 
3.- Earth   12742  kms 
4.- Mars   6779 
 
5.- Asteroid Belt (minor planets)  
 

Outer Planets 
 
1.- Jupiter   139822 kms 
2.- Saturn   116464 kms 
3.- Uranus   50724  kms 
4.- Neptune   49244  kms 
 
     Dwarf Planet 
 
5.- Pluto   2368  kms 
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 As may be observed, the concept of inner|outer planets is maintained 
in the presentation of the measurements of the diameters of the planets. And, 
out of respect to the International Union of Astronomers, the recent 2006 
definition of Pluto as a "dwarf planet" is maintained. However, it is 
recommended that the reader consult the Earth/matriX essay on the IUA's 
definition of a planet or dwarf planet. [A Commentary on the International 
Astronomical Union’s Definition of a Planet, http://earthmatrix.com/ 
sciencetoday/PLANET_DEFINITION_IAU.pdf 
 
 Also, it is necessary to keep in mind, the presence of the Asteroid Belt 
between the inner|outer planets. In a sense, the asteroid belt occupies a 
similar position [5] as does the planet Pluto to the outer planets. As may be 
compared, the solar system presents a definite pattern of symmetry:  
 
Sun (solar system)  
 
Inner Planets 
 
1.- Mercury    
2.- Venus    
3.- Earth    
4.- Mars    
5.- Asteroid Belt (minor planets) 
 
Outer Planets 
 
1.- Jupiter    
2.- Saturn    
3.- Uranus    
4.- Neptune    
5.- Pluto (dwarf planet) 
 
 At first sight, and given a review of the history of science literature in 
astronomy, there appears to be no significant pattern discerned as of the 
diameters of the planets [dwarf included]. In previous essays, certain 
patterns have been identified regarding the atmospheres of the planets and 
their distances among one another. [The Distance of the Planets from the 
Sun and Their Atmospheric Composition, http://earthmatrix.com/ 
extract62/ mercury.html] 
 

http://earthmatrix.com/sciencetoday/PLANET_DEFINITION_IAU.pdf
http://earthmatrix.com/sciencetoday/PLANET_DEFINITION_IAU.pdf
http://earthmatrix.com/extract62/mercury.html
http://earthmatrix.com/extract62/mercury.html
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 In a sense, it is not always easy to detect what may now be obvious in 
this essay. It has taken me the better part of twenty years to discern the 
patterns that are presented in this essay. Obviously, the patterns have always 
been there; but our perception deceives us at times. We just do not see what 
is staring us in the face. 
 
 One you examine the patterns presented herein, you will probably feel 
as I did, how silly not to have seen these patterns before ---especially, if you 
are an astronomer or, someone like myself who dabbles in theoretical 
astronomy. Now that I have derived the patterns, my underlying feeling is to 
say, "Of course, how did I not see that before?" No matter, at least now the 
patterns are made evident and other studies may follow. 
 

 The Solar System in Which We Live 
(diameters in kilometers) 

Divide the diameter of the Sun by the diameter of each planetary body in 
order to view how many times smaller that body is with reference to the 

Sun. 
 
Sun   1391684  kilometers  1x (1 time; unit 1.0) 
 

Inner Planets 
 
Mercury  1391684 / 4878  =  285.298 times smaller 
     
Venus   1391684 / 12104 =  114.977 times smaller 
Earth   1391684 / 12742 =  109.220 times smaller 
Mars   1391684 / 6779 =  205.293 times smaller 
 

Outer Planets 
 
Jupiter  1391684 / 139822 =  99.532 times smaller 
Saturn  1391684 / 116464 =  11.949 times smaller 
Uranus  1391684 / 50724 =  27.436 times smaller 
Neptune  1391684 / 49244 =  28.261 times smaller 
 
     Dwarf Planet 
 
Pluto   1391684 / 2368 =  587.704 times smaller 
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  Even as the previous numerical values are derived, there is no 
apparent pattern amongst them. This may be confirmed that the science 
literature of yesterday and today, as far as I have been able to tell, has never 
offered the statement of such a pattern. At the most, for a long time we have 
been presented simply with the idea of the inner|outer planets and the gas 
planets from the solid ones. I am unaware of any patterns other than those 
main ones. 
 
 It is tempting to present analyses of the relationship of pi to these 
measurements at this moment, as was done in the last essay [The Sun, the 
Earth, the Moon & Pi, http://earthmatrix.com/sciencetoday/moon_sun_earth 
/index.html] that was published on www.earthmatrix.com. However, the 
analysis of pi in relationship to the diameters of the planets and their moons 
must be placed aside momentarily in order to examine the pattern among the 
planetary diameters as of their linear measurements alone. 
  

Comparison of Relative Sizes of Planets amongst Themselves 
(Numerical values are rounded off) 

 
 

Inner planets    Outer planets   Total 
 
1.-Mercury 285    1.-Jupiter  100   385 
 
2.-Venus 115    2.-Saturn 120   235 
 
3.-Earth 109    3.-Uranus 275   384 
 
4.-Mars 205    4.-Neptune 28   233 
 
      5.-Pluto 587   587 
 
 Immediately, a pattern of symmetry derives from these numerical 
values of the relative sizes of the planets in relation to the Sun and in 
relation to their respective positions (1, 2, 3, 4) within their section of 
inner|outer planets. 
 
1-Mercury  | 1-Jupiter  385  [= 285 + 100] 
 
2-Venus  | 2-Saturn  235  [= 115 + 120] 

http://earthmatrix.com/sciencetoday/moon_sun_earth/index.html
http://earthmatrix.com/sciencetoday/moon_sun_earth/index.html
http://earthmatrix.com/sciencetoday/moon_sun_earth/index.html
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3-Earth  | 3-Uranus  384  [= 109 + 275] 
 
4-Mars  | 4-Neptune  233  [= 205 + 28] 
 

     | 5-Pluto  587  [=587] 
  
 At first glance, the International Astronomers' Union appears to be 
correct in their assessment that Pluto is some kind of aberration or anomaly 
regarding the make-up of a planet in our solar system. Its numbers appears 
to be an exception to the apparent pattern established by the inner|outer 
planets.  It was as though Pluto is hanging outside of the solar system's 
planetary system. 
 
 Now, let's explore the composite numbers regarding the diameters of 
the planets. And, is appropriate to draw attention to the fact that the 
inner|outer planets are in gravitational relationships with one another and 
serve as the theoretical and material bases for comparing the interaction of 
the numerical values. 
 
1-Mercury  | 1-Jupiter  385  [= 285 + 100] 
 
2-Venus  | 2-Saturn  235  [= 115 + 120] 
 
Inner planets' total:    620 
 
3-Earth  | 3-Uranus  384  [= 109 + 275] 
 
4-Mars  | 4-Neptune  233  [= 205 + 28] 
 
Outer planets' total:  617 
 

     | 5-Pluto  587  [=587] 
 
 One may visualize then a relationship of proportion 620 : 617 in 
relationship to the isolated value for Pluto 587. 
 

620 : 617 : 587 
 

kawil
Texto escrito a máquina
 

kawil
Texto escrito a máquina
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 However, this particular relationship of proportion does not really tell 
us much, nor is it very suggestive of other ideas related to the behavior of 
gravity. 
 
 Nonetheless, the exercise of deriving the comparative numerical 
values for the diameters of linear measurements in kilometers of the planets 
has served a purpose of distinguishing a certain pattern of symmetry among 
the inner|outer planets. 
 

Given the fact that numerical values relating to the relative sizes of the 
planets in relation to the Sun are derived from the diameters of the planets, 
undoubtedly a similar pattern should derive as of their linear diameter 
measurements in kilometers. 
 
 Let us compare then the linear diameters in kilometers of the planets 
in relation to one another. 
 

Comparison of Linear Diameters of Planets amongst Themselves 
(Numerical values are rounded off in kilometers) 

 
 

Inner planets   Outer planets   Total 
 
1.-Mercury 4878   1.-Jupiter  139822  144700 
 
2.-Venus 12104   2.-Saturn 116464  128568 
 
3.-Earth 12742   3.-Uranus 50724   63466 
 
4.-Mars 6779   4.-Neptune 49244   56023 
 
     5.-Pluto 2368   2368 
 
 Now, combine the inner-to-outer planets was effected in the tables 
relating to their relative sizes to the Sun. 
 
1-Mercury  | 1-Jupiter  144700 [= 4878 + 139822] 
 
2-Venus  | 2-Saturn  128568 [= 12104 + 116464] 
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Inner planets' total:    273268 
 
 
3-Earth  | 3-Uranus  63466  [= 12742 + 50724] 
 
4-Mars  | 4-Neptune  56023  [= 6779 + 49244] 
 
Outer planets' total:  119489 
 

     | 5-Pluto  587  [=587] 
 
 The imbalance derived as of the groupings shown in the previous 
table is obvious. Let's try a distinct grouping: 
 
   
1-Mercury  | 1-Jupiter  144700 [= 4878 + 139822] 
 
3-Earth  | 3-Uranus  63466  [= 12742 + 50724] 
 
Inner planets' total:    208166 
 
2-Venus  | 2-Saturn  128568 [= 12104 + 116464] 
 
4-Mars  | 4-Neptune  56023  [= 6779 + 49244] 
 
Outer planets' total:  184591 
 

     | 5-Pluto  2368  [=2368] 
 
 When the planets are combined in relation to their linear diameters 
and their positions within their planetary groups (inner|outer), the numerical 
values appear to be related. 
 
208166 minus 184591 equals 23575.0 
 
 The 23575.0 numerical value of difference of these two unique 
groupings suggests a relationship to Pluto, whose linear diameter in 
kilometers is cited as 2368.0, very close to the fractal 23575 
 
23575 / 2368 = 9.955658784 
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2368 / 23575 - 0.1004454 
 
 In other words, one may discern a relationship as of the behavior of 
gravity for the solar system as follows: 
 
1-Mercury|1-Jupiter     2-Venus|2-Staurn 
3-Earth|3-Uranus      4-Mars|4-Neptune 
     5-Pluto 
 
 The numerical values for the linear diameter of the planetary bodies in 
our solar system reveal a near perfect equilibrium: 
 
1-Mercury|1-Jupiter [144700   2-Venus|2-Saturn [128568] 
3-Earth|3-Uranus [63466]   4-Mars|4-Neptune [56023] 
       5-Pluto [2368] 
 
144700      128568 
 + 63466      + 56023 
208166      184591 
 
          + 23680 [effect of 10x Pluto] 
 
 It seems highly unlikely that the difference between the two selected 
groups of planets as shown would be nearly an exact tenfold representation 
of the diameter of Pluto, without any gravitational significance. The 
grouping of the numerical values, in my view, is not random, but reflects the 
behavior of a multi-gravitational solar system. Consider the sums of the two 
groupings, plus their relationship to Pluto. 
 
208166      208271    
   
Sum of linear diameters of  Sum of linear diameters of 
Mercury-Jupiter|Earth-Uranus   Venus-Saturn|Mars-Neptune| 
       Pluto 
 
 As of this distinguishable pattern among the linear diameters of the 
planetary bodies in our solar system, the so-called Dwarf Planet of Pluto 
plays a determining role with its diameter acting as a 10x fractal expression 
of its measurement. 
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 As soon as I read the IUA's definition of a planet/dwarf-planet, It 
became obvious that a mistake had been made. But, now that the numerical 
values of the linear diameter measurements of the planets have been 
considered here, that obviousness is glaring. The IUA definition of a planet 
definitely needs to be reconsidered, and most likely discarded. Pluto's cited 
orbital aberration by the IUA appears to be playing a definite role in the 
behavior of planetary gravity in our solar system, and one might add with 
effective success that is now visible in the numbers. 
 
 Imagine a computer program that compares the linear diameters of the 
planets as illustrated in relation to one another on their orbital paths 
throughout say for one hundred or one thousand years. The correlation will 
most likely be stunning as Pluto balances out the gravitational relationships 
of the planets in the solar system [including the planet Pluto itself].  
 
 The Asteroid Belt is evidently playing a similar role as that of Pluto in 
balancing out the gravitational relationships determined by the linear 
diameter [mass] of the other planetary bodies. The fact that the asteroid belt 
exists between the two main groupings of inner|outer planets has been said 
to result from a big crunch between the two groups; whereby a once-existing 
large planet was broken down into the minor planets of the Asteroid Belt. 
Further, one would have to consider the Asteroid Belt as acting as some kind 
of zero-sum game of linear dimensions that relate to the inner|outer planets 
much like Pluto does in balancing the numbers of equilibrium amongst the 
gravitational planetary bodies. The idea of measuring the combined linear 
diameters of the numerous minor planets/objects lying along the Asteroid 
Belt is rather difficult. 
 
 The significance of the planet Pluto is such, in my mind, that it 
apparently holds together the inner|outer planets in their varied relationships 
of gravitational pull/push. The numbers cited herein appear to prove this 
thesis. Astronomers, through their computer programs, might want to 
compare the inter-relationships suggested by the numbers in this study. 
 
 

-0- 
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